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Abstract In this paper, we investigate the perturbation of natural eigenmodes of dynamic cavities with
boundaries moving at quasi-static speeds relative to the wave velocity. For an arbitrarily shaped source-free
cavity, the amplitude of the irrotational mode is modeled as a damped harmonic oscillator with time-varying
eigenfrequency, i.e., a parametric oscillator. It is found that the eﬀect of the pure Doppler shift of the
resonance frequencies of the eigenmodes is small at nonrelativistic speeds. However, it is known that any
spectrum of eigenenergies that is perturbed by a space- and/or time-ﬂuctuating medium can develop
frequency shifts of arbitrary magnitude. By using a linear dynamic (time-dependent) shift for the cavity
broad resonances, we ﬁnd that Doppler-like large shifts result in a mere frequency modulation of the total
(resultant) ﬁeld amplitude, while nonuniform red or blue shift can create a hybrid amplitude and frequency
modulation. Interestingly, the combined action of red and blue shifts of uniform magnitude can also create
a hybrid modulation. If the angle between modal wave vector and stirrer speed is accounted for in the
static (time-independent) shift, the resulting red and blue shifts lead to irregular hybrid modulations. This
can occur even for regular perturbations in regular cavities. In addition, owing to the stochastic nature of
mode-stirred cavities, the eﬀect of random Doppler-like shifts is also investigated, leading to a Fokker-Planck
equation whose diﬀusion coeﬃcient shows quadratic dependence on the mode amplitude. Thus, the
analysis of random perturbations oﬀers an eﬀective framework for observed instantaneous Doppler eﬀects
in closed electromagnetic environments. The mathematical framework obtained in terms of stochastic
diﬀerential equations is useful to predict the nonstationary response of dynamic cavities with complicated
or unknown boundary geometry.
1. Introduction
Over the past decades, quasi-static mode-stirred (i.e., dynamic) cavities with complex geometry have
been widely investigated, both theoretically and experimentally. These cavities are often referred to as
(mode-stirred) reverberation chambers (RCs). Also, there is a plethora on related studies of time-varying
media [Ishimaru, 1997], moving boundary problems [Murphy, 1992; Reverberi et al., 2002], and other dynamic
electromagnetic “open” conﬁgurations. However, the eﬀect of time-dependent perturbations in conﬁned
electromagnetic and quantum systems has attracted less attention. It is expected that the eigenfrequencies
in an RC are subject to Doppler-like shifts. As a matter of fact, several investigators have recently focused on
the Doppler spread of signals in RCs [e.g., Chen, 2012; Karlsson et al., 2010;Hallbjörner and Rydberg, 2007; Tichy
and Baade, 1974].
In the past, most eﬀorts spent on characterizing RC ﬁelds have been devoted to instantaneous or
time-averaged quantities, e.g., average values and maximum/minimum ratios for the ensemble of equilib-
rium ﬁeld strengths [Hill, 1998; Arnaut, 2001]. If one focuses on purely stationary states that discretize the
continuous evolution of the ﬁeld, its dynamics remain hidden. However, the physical mechanism driving
the inner ﬁeld between two contiguous equilibrium states presents a nonstationary regime, demonstrated,
e.g., by potentially signiﬁcant deviations of the average of ﬁeld parameters from their steady state values
[Arnaut, 2006, 2007a, 2007b]. This is relevant in several practical applications concerning fast signal sources,
e.g., in electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) of complex multifunction electronics, and rapidly ﬂuctuating
environments, e.g.,multipath channels forwirelesswideband communications or atmosphere layers for space
communications. Also, the study of dynamic eigenmodes is important to unveil and understanding the
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physical behavior of complex systems driven by time-varying perturbations, such as digital signals [Tretyakov,
1994; Erden and Tretyakov, 2011, 2014].
In this paper, we develop a mathematical framework for analyzing dynamic cavities, based on the
time-dependent variation of their eigenmode parameters. First, we discuss the rationale behind assum-
ing time domain parameters. The time domain variation of the modal amplitude is being associated
with a damped harmonic oscillator. In particular, we show that the eﬀect of a dynamic boundary of a
volume-preserving cavity can be approximated by considering time-dependent resonant frequencies (natu-
ral frequency of associated harmonic oscillators) of solenoidal mode amplitudes in a source-free cavity. Then,
we derive the associated inhomogeneous ordinary diﬀerential equation (ODE). Second, we solve the homo-
geneous ODE for prescribed Doppler shifts numerically in presence of a perturbation in the form of small
rotation of a part of the boundary. Furthermore, for slow rotations, a WKB solution can be obtained for the
modal amplitudes. In particular, we relate the Doppler shift to the circular motion of a mechanical mode
stirrer that is rotating across a small angular sector. Then, we assume generalized frequency shifts for the cav-
ity resonances, and we analyze the total ﬁeld amplitude resulting from a few perturbed modes. Finally, we
solve the homogeneous ODE for prescribed ﬂuctuations of Doppler shifts in presence of a random boundary
perturbation. A stochastic diﬀerential equation (SDE) is obtained for Gaussian ﬂuctuations of the dynamic res-
onance frequencywith respect to its value for a static cavity. By assuming a normal distribution for these shifts
from equilibrium, we are able to calculate the Fokker-Planck equation (FPE) associated with the parametric
oscillator.
2. Eigenmode Amplitude Oscillations
In practical mode-stirred cavities, it has been observed that for a continuous perturbation of the
boundaries—as, e.g., eﬀected by a rotating stirrer—the modal and total ﬁelds cross contiguous equilibrium
states, in the form of a continuum of intermediate time-dependent states [Arnaut, 2005]. This happens in the
case of quasi-stationary speed of the cavity perturbation. Nonstationary ﬁelds develop when the perturba-
tion speed increases, creatingnonequilibrium (nonreversible) states [Huang, 1963]. In particular, the transition
between an equilibrium state and a next one is subject to mechanical and electromechanical oscillations
accompanying this transient regime, often accompanied by random peaks and abrupt variations [Arnaut,
2005, Figures 4 and 6; Arnaut, 2006, 2007a, 2007b]. The fact that rapid oscillations and peaks develop in
the presence of a relatively slow perturbation that give rise to intermediate states, i.e., near equilibrium and
nonequilibrium, suggests the presence of a diﬀusion process, intrinsically slower than propagation [Arnaut,
2007a]. This process can be predicted bymodeling the cavity perturbation bymeans of the classical diﬀusion
equation, whose nonstationary solutions correspond to nonequilibrium realizations of the dynamic cavity.
We start from the classical electrodynamics theory of cavities. We focus on time-limited perturbations of
metallic cavities. Considering that a cavity is typically operated at frequencies that are at least an order of
magnitude higher than its lowest resonance frequency, this results in the simultaneous excitation of several
natural modes overlapping through the eﬀective cavity bandwidth [Monsef and Cozza, 2014], i.e., in over-
moded regime. Because of the strong sensitivity to the boundary changes, we expect that an arbitrarily small
change has a signiﬁcant (i.e., nonincremental, nonperturbative) impact on the inner ﬁeld. For mode-stirred
enclosures [Panitz and Christopoulos, 2012], it is easily envisaged that such an impact can be perceived as
a dynamic transformation of the system’s spectrum. Inherently, we can focus on the behavior of a single
dynamic mode of the total ﬁeld expansion.
The equilibrium ﬁeld, i.e., the coherent sum of modes with time-independent (distributed) amplitude en
(with triple index n), becomes perturbed during a ﬁnite time period ti ≤ t ≤ ti+1. The set of modes with
amplitudes en(ti)will thus evolve to a set of diﬀerent modes with diﬀerent amplitudes en(ti+1).
The vector ﬁeld in a singly bounded and simply connected cavity is made up of electric and magnetic eigen-
vectors [Van Bladel, 2007]. Upon solving Maxwell’s equations with this expansion, application of boundary
conditions, and because of the quasi-orthonormality of the basis functions in a low-loss cavity, following
the usual perturbation approach, this yields the diﬀerential (evolutionary) equations for the modal coeﬃ-
cients of irrotational and solenoidal eigenvectors [Van Bladel, 2007, equation (10.27)]. Here we focus on the
cavity ﬁeld behavior after the sources have been switched oﬀ, i.e., for j = jm = 0. Under this condition, before
the steady state (equilibrium) is reached, modal oscillations arise. It is known [Van Bladel, 2007] that those
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oscillations are mainly regulated by the solenoidal modes, whose time domain amplitudes decrease accord-
ing to a damped harmonic oscillator. The coeﬃcients are then given by the solutions of the second-order ODE
ën +
𝜎
𝜖
ėn + 𝜔2n en = n(t) , (1)
where the damping constant 𝜎/𝜖 contains the time-independent boundary conductivity 𝜎 and the electrical
permittivity 𝜖 for the (homogeneous)mediumﬁlling the cavity,𝜔n = 2𝜋fn is theharmonic frequencyof thenth
eigenmode with resonance frequency fn, n(t) is a source (forcing) term depending on the cavity equivalent
surfacemagnetic current ∫S (en×e(t))⋅hn dSandon its timederivative,with en andhn characterizing theelectric
andmagnetic mode topology of the nthmode respectively, and e(t) represents the total cavity ﬁeld resulting
fromthe superpositionof all participating (both incomingandoutgoing sets of )modes at time t. Furthermore,
when the sources are cut oﬀ, the electric irrotational eigenmode coeﬃcient decays exponentially, while its
magnetic equivalent remains constant [Van Bladel, 2007].
In the scenario of a dynamic cavity, the volume-preserving boundary perturbation has the eﬀect of changing
the equivalent magnetic current consistently with 𝜔n, thus driving the amplitude oscillation while maintain-
ing the averagemode density and, hence, themean number of degrees of freedomcharacterizing the interior
scattered ﬁeld [Bucci and Franceschetti, 1989]. It now becomes pertinent to assume a time-varying harmonic
frequency 𝜔n → 𝜔n(t) and solve the homogeneous parametric ODE
ën +
𝜎
𝜖
ėn + 𝜔2n(t) en = 0, ti ≤ t ≤ ti+1 . (2)
We can deduce a precise physicalmeaning of (2): it tells us thatwhen a time domain perturbation of the cavity
boundary is performed, e.g., by a deterministic body in a cavity or by a metallic stirrer inside an RC, the set
of natural eigenmodes forming the total cavity ﬁeld change their local amplitudes and resonant frequencies
dynamically. However, their impact on the (instantaneous) amplitude of the total ﬁeld is not trivial. Assume
that the cavity dissipates energy by some nonpertinent physical loss mechanism. This can be encoded in
an equivalent conductivity 𝜎 in (2) [Moglie and Mariani Primiani, 2011]. If the perturbation runs slowly with
respect to a cavity mode (average) lifetime 𝜖/𝜎 and provided it is volume preserving, its spectral eﬀects result
in a linear Doppler shift [Panitz andChristopoulos, 2012]. There is no compelling physicalmotivation to involve
nonlinear eﬀects in this slowly varying scenario.
The model (2) implicitly assumes that the nth electric or magnetic eigenmode changes its topology when
passing to another equilibrium state. However, in the presence of irregularmode topologies it is reasonable to
infer that the timedomainperturbationwould leave the set ofmodesunchangedbut acquiresdiﬀerentmodal
amplitudes. This approximation is eﬀectivewhen cavity boundary irregularities (e.g., mode stirrer) [Kostas and
Boverie, 1991] create ﬁeldmixing, mode delocalization, and consequent spectral chaos [Gradoni et al., 2013a].
However, it has been observed that the presence of antennas and curved surfaces in a regular cavity lead to
ray chaos [Dörr et al., 1998].
In previous work, we derived the time domain Green function of cavity modes in the piecewise approxima-
tion of coeﬃcients [Gradoni andArnaut, 2010]. Such a study represents a limiting case, which can be obtained
as an extreme case of nonlinear shifts and expansions. However, abrupt (discontinuous) jumps between
equilibrium states are not realistic because if randomized, i.e., driven by random perturbations, the solution
ﬁeld subject to this approximation leads to jump processes. Furthermore, the expression of the transient
ﬁeld amplitude derived in Gradoni and Arnaut [2010] is rather complicated, and a suitable approximation is
desirable to conﬁrm its behavior.
3. Deterministic Perturbation
In this section, we solve the parametricmode equation (2) in presence of an averageDoppler shift caused by a
deterministic perturbation of an arbitrary cavity. In particular, we assume that a cylinder is rotating [Zeldovich,
1967] inside the cavity, for which the relation between angular (rotation) speed and Doppler-shifted fre-
quency takes a simple form. A top view of the considered physical framework is depicted in Figure 1.
It is worth noticing that this conﬁguration also represents a Sinai-type billiard in quantum chaos studies
[Stockmann, 2007].
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Figure 1. Rectangular cavity V with a regular (cylindrical) perturbation rotating at linear speed vs with acceleration as.
Source (transmitting antenna) and observer (receiving antenna) are at rest. Note that in the high-frequency regime the
cavity ﬁeld is driven by a ray-chaotic behavior. Even though the perturbation is regular, its dynamical eﬀect on modes
can be nontrivial and more pronounced than the pure (free space) Doppler eﬀect.
3.1. Approximate Solutions
Cavity modes are represented by a set of harmonics evolving in accordance with (2). This ODE has approxi-
mate solutions if the natural frequencies vary slowly in time. Following Floquet theory [Berge et al., 1984] the
transformation
en(t) = exp
(
−𝜎
𝜖
t
) n(t) (3)
yields
̈n + Ω2n(t) n = 0, ti < t < ti+1 , (4)
where the squared transformed instantaneous eigenfrequency is
Ω2n(t) = 𝜔
2
n(t) −
(
𝜎
2𝜖
)2
. (5)
Equation (4) is known as a generalized Airy equation [Gradoni and Arnaut, 2013]. Its approximate solution for
arbitrary continuous functionsΩn(t) reads [Deniz and Gerceklioglu, 2011]
n(t) ≈ n0√
?̇?n(t)
[
CA Ai
(
𝜁n(t)
)
+ CB Bi
(
𝜁n(t)
)]
, (6)
where ?̇?n(t) is the ﬁrst-order derivative of the Airy argument, which is always a real function in time domain,
given by
𝜁n(t) = −
[
3
2 ∫
t
tt
Ωn(t)dt
]2∕3
(7)
in which tt is the “turning time” [Roy et al., 1993], and
n0 = limt−ti→0 n(t) . (8)
In (6), CA and CB are constants to be determined by the boundary conditions, and the transient ﬁeld starts
from the equilibrium value n0. Originally, this method was devised within the framework of Schrödinger’s
equation for nonuniform potentials, which can take positive as well as negative values. There, the turning
point represents the spatial coordinate where there is a change of sign in the diﬀerence between energy and
potential barrier [Pi et al., 2010]. In our case, (5) preserves the sign during the time domain transition, and no
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Figure 2. Numerical exact (black solid line) versus WKB (dashed orange line) solution of the parametric mode
equation (4) for a = 1 and b = 0.1.
turning point is expected, i.e., tt = 0. Therefore, for slowly varying functions (5), the canonical WKB solution is
expected to be accurate [Goyal et al., 1991]
n(t) = n (0)√
Ωn(t)
e±i∫ t0 Ω(𝜏)d𝜏 . (9)
In the simple casewhereΩn(t) = a+bt, (9) becomes a very accurate estimate. This is shown in Figure 2, where
the solution
n(t) = n (0)√
Ωn(t)
e
±i
(
at+b t
2
2
)
(10)
is compared with the numerical solution of (4)—obtained by using the routine ODE45 of MATLAB (Version:
8.5.0.197613 – R2015a)—for a = 1 and b = 0.1.
3.2. Pure Doppler Shift
At this point, wemake the approximation that the time-varying boundary brings about a collective perturba-
tion on cavity eigenmodes, and we assume that the whole spectrum of the cavity acquires a set of nonzero
Doppler shifts and an associated eﬀective nonzero Doppler shift for the resultant ﬁeld, where the latter shift is
neither frequency normode dependent. If we consider themoving perturbation as a time-varying secondary
source, then a virtual stationary observer inside the cavity would perceive the cavity mode as being shifted
according to themotion of the perturbation. In a generalway, themathematical expression representing such
a physical situation reads in a linear approximation
𝜔n(t) ≈
(
c
c ± vs
)
𝜔n0 =
(
1
1 ± 𝛽s
)
𝜔n0 , (11)
where the Doppler eﬀect is represented by the eﬀective linear velocity of the mode stirrer vs with respect
to the observer and 𝛽s = vs∕c as the relative stir speed. As a matter of fact, in our case we do not have a
moving physical source. Rather, we consider that a natural mode is the source ﬁeld. The direct application of
the classical Doppler eﬀect formula is motivated by the fact that according to the Weyl theorem [Devaney,
2012], a cavity mode (or its associated Green function) can always be expanded in a plane wave spectrum,
with each spectral component represented by a plane wave propagating in free space at ﬁxed frequency but
subjected to a speciﬁc Doppler shift. Wewill see in the next section that this perspective can be generalized to
cope with arbitrary frequency shifts. Here we envisage that the eigenmode changes its resonance frequency
under an average Doppler eﬀect. The ± sign in (11) refers to parts of the source that move toward or away
from the observer. In a collective perspective, this sign is diﬃcult to predict as the mode amplitude would
result from the composition of many Doppler-shifted waves. In this study, we are merely concerned with the
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presence of an observable (resultant nonvanishing) eﬀect distorting the cavity signal, but which could be
violated in certain conﬁgurations that are realized in practice. The conditions for which a net average Doppler
shift arises deserve a separate study. In general, frequency shifts of resonances are believed to be a key eﬀect
in the emulation of digital wireless communications.
For simplicity, we assume that homogeneous cavity losses do not change the eigenmode amplitude damp-
ing during the transition between equilibrium states. In order to make subsequent calculations easier, we
rewrite (2) as
ën +
𝜎
𝜖
ėn + 𝜔2n0[1 + 𝛾
±(t)] en = 0, ti < t < ti+1 , (12)
where using the average (linear) Doppler shift (11), we obtain the Doppler function
𝛾(t) = −
v2s ± 2cvs(
c ± vs
)2 = − 𝛽2s ± 2𝛽s(1 ± 𝛽2s ) (13)
that can take either positive or negative values. By expanding in a Taylor series for 𝛽s ≪ 1, (13) yields
𝛾(t) = −𝛽s
[
1 − 𝛽2s ± 2𝛽
3
s +…
]
, (14)
which exhibits bifurcation to (𝛽4s ). For low values of 𝛽s, as it is expected for nonrelativistic speeds of rotation,
the linear approximation of (14) is accurate, viz.,
𝛾(t) ≈ −𝛽s . (15)
Consider a metallic cylinder whose side surface performs circular motion over inﬁnitesimal arc length dl. The
linear velocity for a small sector d𝜃 covered in a time dt is then
vs =
dl
dt
≈ Rd𝜃
dt
, (16)
where R is the equivalent radius of the mode stirrer. As mentioned earlier, (11) and (13), the sign ± indicates
the direction of the circular motion relative to the source. This motivates the fact that (13) can take positive or
negative values, as stated before. Then, we can write the parametric frequency (5) as
Ω2n(t) = 𝜔
2
n0 [1 + 𝛾(t)] −
(
𝜎
2𝜖
)2
, (17)
where, by integrating (16) over the rotation path and inserting it in (13), the Doppler function is
𝛾(t) = (dt)
2 ± 2dtd𝜏
(dt ± d𝜏)2
, (18)
with d𝜏 = (2𝜋R)∕c representing the Doppler delay. Since 𝛽s ≪ 1 at nonrelativistic speeds, it is expected that
a direct observation of Doppler shift in cavities will be diﬃcult.
Inherently, in the presence of random perturbations, e.g., mechanical stirrer in a reverberation chamber, the
slip between equilibrium states is amenable to random behavior of (18). We will show later in the paper that
in these conditions, it is more appropriate to calculate a diﬀusion equation for the ﬁeld probability density
function (PDF). Also, we will show that even a regular perturbation in a regular cavity can lead to a random
hybrid amplitude and frequency modulation when the boundary rotates inside an overmoded cavity.
We conclude this section by noting that for zero relative stir speed, harmonic oscillating amplitudes can be
retrieved from the solution (6), which is, for the undamped case,
n(t) ∼ [CA cos(𝜔n0t) + CB sin(𝜔n0t)] , (19)
wherewehaveused the asymptotic expressionofAiry functions for arg[𝜁n(t)]<2𝜋∕3 [ValléeandSoares, 2010].
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4. Generalized Frequency Shift
Despite the extremely small shifts caused by the pure nonrelativistic Doppler eﬀect in cavities, the observa-
tion of hybrid modulation eﬀects and of irregular transient ﬁeld states still await for a physical explanation
[Arnaut, 2006]. A time domain model helps to answer the fundamental issues related to both the origin and
the dynamics of frequency shift due to the presence of large objects. In the scenario of Figure 1, the source
(transmitting antenna) is at rest with respect to the observer (receiving antenna). The presence of an object
inside the cavity can always be perceived as a complex scattering “medium,” with ﬂuctuation—and there-
fore correlation—scales in both space and time. A question now arises as to whether such a medium can
generate Doppler-like frequency shifts when source and observer are at rest. Such a question is particularly
interesting for reverberation chambers, as there is evidenceofDoppler shift broadening causedby tuned-step
mode stirring [Chen, 2012; Karlsson et al., 2010; Hallbjörner and Rydberg, 2007; Tichy and Baade, 1974, 2012].
In the past, this question has been answered in the context of correlation-induced frequency shifts in optical
sciences [Wolf et al., 1989]. It has been pointed out that since they are frequency independent, the frequency
shifts produced by static scattering are diﬀerent from frequency shifts produced by themotion of a source to
the observer. Nevertheless, Doppler-like shifts (𝛼n) of the source spectral lines (𝜔n) are allowed to take place
without violating physical principles and are perceived (𝜔
′
n) by an observer, viz.,
𝜔
′
n =
𝜔n
𝛼n
= 𝜔n 𝛽n , (20)
with 𝛼n taking arbitrary values. Note that in order to be consistent with the notation used so far, we introduce
𝛽n = 𝛼−1n , being 𝛼n the quantity used in Wolf [1989]. Blue shift occurs at 𝛽n < 1 (𝛼n>1), and red shift occurs
at 𝛽n > 1 (𝛼n < 1). In random media ﬂuctuating in both in space and time 𝛼n depends on both the center
frequency and the width of the spectral lines. Interestingly, if 𝛼n ≡ 𝛼0 becomes independent of frequency,
we retrieve Doppler-like shifts. This mechanism can be obtained for a source with either single or multiple
spectral lines. Large cavities with objects inside are amenable to a description in terms of a source having
multiple spectral lines (resonances) and being perturbed by amoving object ormedium. It is thus reasonable
to think of mode-stirring transitions as resulting from a time-dependent increase/decrease of natural cavity
eigenfrequencies. Those transitions would shift the cavity resonance according to (20). The time domain
dependence that we expect would then spread over the entire broad resonances in the frequency domain.
A generalized frequency shift is both frequency andmode dependent. Therefore, in the presence of dynamic
transitions, the time dependence of 𝛽n seems to be a necessary condition. For either regular or irregular per-
turbations, if the transition period
[
ti, ti+1
]
is small, it becomes realistic to assume a linear dependence on time
of 𝛽n(t). A phenomenological model for 𝛼n can thus be identiﬁed with the functional
𝛽±n (t) = 1 ±
(
t
𝜏n0
)
𝛽n0√(
t
𝜏n0
)2
+ 1
, (21)
where
𝛽n0 ≡ 𝛽n0 (vs, as, R, V) , (22)
𝜏n0 ≡ 𝜏n0 (vs, as, R, V) . (23)
When inserted into (20), (21) increases (+) or reduces (−) the natural frequency from 𝜔n0 to (1 ± 𝛽n0)𝜔n0. This
behavior is shown in Figure 3 for 𝜏n0 = 𝛽n0 = 1. For simplicity, we imagine that the object perturbation acts
on an unperturbed natural frequency: the static spectrum at time ti of the cavity gets shifted to a new set of
resonances at time ti+1. We solve (4) numerically with (5) by taking the form
Ω2n(t) =
[
𝜔n0𝛽n(t)
]2 − ( 𝜎
2𝜖
)2
(24)
and by using (21) with 𝜏n0 = 𝜏0 = 1 ns, ∀n ∈ Bc, being Bc the static cavity bandwidth. Note that in
overmoded regime, and for relatively large values of the quality factor, the natural frequencies present within
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Figure 3. Time domain frequency shift of the modal amplitudes in (21).
Bc are very close to each other. Figure 4 shows the results of this computation for the sum of six eigenmodes
coefficients en(t), subject toDoppler-like (large) shifts𝛽n0=𝛽0, andwith𝜔n0=[0.95, 0.99, 1.05, 1.025, 1.0, 0.975]
GHz, n ∈ [1,… , 6]. As expected, a frequency modulation eﬀect appears in the resultant ﬁeld amplitude. This
eﬀect ismore pronouncedwith increasing static shift 𝛽n0. Interestingly, if we let 𝛽n0 have alternated signs, e.g.,
𝛽n0=(−1)n × 0.1, we observe a hybrid amplitude and frequency modulation. This is shown in Figure 5. In this
case, the natural oscillation acquires transition harmonics [Gradoni and Arnaut, 2010]. This eﬀect is obtained
in presence of non-Doppler-like shifts. We now allow for the frequency shift to be mode dependent. Figure 6
represents the orientation of the mode wave vector kn with respect to the linear speed vector vs when a part
Figure 4. Eﬀect of Doppler-like shifts of maximum (arbitrary) static value 𝛽n0 = 𝛽0 = 0.1 (dashed orange line) and
𝛽n0 = 𝛽0 = 0.1 (dash-dotted blue line) on six cavity eigenmodes. Shown is the sum of the perturbed modal coeﬃcients
compared with the sum of unperturbed modal oscillations (black solid line).
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Figure 5. Eﬀect of frequency and modal-dependent non-Doppler-like shifts of uniform static value 𝛽n0=(−1)n × 0.1
(dashed red line) on six cavity eigenmodes. Shown is the sum of the perturbed modal coeﬃcients compared with the
sum of Doppler-shifted modal oscillations (black solid line).
of the moving boundary makes a rotation from ti to ti+1. In the hypothesis that kn is parallel to vs at ti, it is
reasonable to assume that the static Doppler shift 𝛽n0 related to the nth mode develops a variation
𝛽n0 ∼ (−1)n sin
(
Δ𝜃n
2
)
(25)
This form is consistent with Wolf et al. [1989, equation (4.8e)]. Figure 7 shows that in these conditions, with
angular increments [0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.05, 0.125, 0.175] rad, the amplitude of the total ﬁeld acquires randomized
hybrid modulation. Finally, we ﬁnd that as a result of a large dynamical perturbation, the spectral dynamics
of cavities is subject to Doppler-like shift and it presents frequency modulation where combined blue and
red shifts are allowed. Both amplitude and frequency modulation appear. In particular, irregular transients
are observed for mode-dependent shifts acting on each resonance with diﬀerent magnitude and alternated
signs. The magnitude of the static shift depends on the sine of the angle between mode eigenvector and
velocity vector. This situation can occur with both a regular and a random perturbation. It is worth pointing
out that ourmodel does not include avoided crossings and rigidity pertinent to chaotic spectra [Gradoni et al.,
2013a]. This might be a key ingredient toward a full explanation of the phenomenon.
Figure 6. Orientation of the velocity vector of the perturbation with respect to the wave vector of the nth mode.
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Figure 7. Effect of frequency and modal-dependent non–Doppler-like shifts of sinusoidal static value 𝛽n0=(−1)n sin(
Δ𝜃n
2
)
(dashed red line) on six cavity eigenmodes. Shown is the sum of the perturbed modal coeﬃcients compared with the
sum of uniform non-Doppler-shifted modal oscillations (black solid line).
5. Random Perturbation
In this section, we solve the parametric mode equation (2) in the case of a random Doppler shift arising from
the rotation of an irregular metallic structure inside the cavity, e.g., a stirrer inside a RC.
5.1. Stochastic Diﬀerential Equation
If the perturbing boundary is highly irregular and structured, it is reasonable to infer that its eﬀect will be
a perfect mixing of wave and complete wave disorder (fully developed chaos). Then, the spectral Doppler
function can be modeled as a Gaussian ﬂuctuation in the generalized Airy equation (4). This form is similar
to that of a Schrödinger equation with random potential barrier [Gradoni et al., 2013b]. In the idealized case
where the dynamicmixing creates completewavedisorder, we assume 𝛾(t) to have zeromean value andDirac
delta correlation as a reasonable statistical prescription, viz.,
< 𝛾(t)> = 0, (26)
< 𝛾
(
t1
)
𝛾
(
t2
)
> = D 𝛿
(
t1 − t2
)
, (27)
where D is the (constant) spectral intensity of the resonance perturbation process caused by the Doppler
eﬀect [Arnaut, 2010]. More general statistics for the Doppler function can be calculated on a rigorous basis
by letting 𝜃n be the (random) angle between local stirrer velocity vector v s(r) and mode wave vector k n.
In other words, 𝜃n measures the per mode angular shift caused by the stirrer rotation at a given stir state and
is deﬁned by a spatial average of the (random) local directions of E(r) × H∗(r) relative to those of vs(r), viz.,
𝜔n(t) =
⎛⎜⎜⎝ cc ± |||vs||| cos 𝜃n
⎞⎟⎟⎠ 𝜔n0. (28)
While in this work, we introduce a stochastic framework for understanding the eﬀect of a purely randomized
perturbation on eigenmode oscillations, we defer its calculation to a future investigation.
With these prescriptions, (4) naturally leads to a stochastic diﬀerential equation (SDE). In particular, it can be
cast into a ﬁrst-order matrix equation for a diﬀusion Markov process[ ̇n̈n
]
=
[
0 1
−𝜔2n0 +
(
𝜎
2𝜖
)2
0
]
⋅
[ n̇n
]
+
[
0 0
−𝜔2n0𝛾(t) 0
]
⋅
[ n̇n
]
. (29)
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Given the statistical properties (26) and by deﬁning X =
[n ̇n]T , a Langevin equation for (29) is obtained.
This can be expressed in Itô’s formalism as
dX = E ⋅ X dt + d𝛽 ⋅ X, (30)
where d𝛽 = S
[
0 dWt
]T
, withWt denoting aWiener process [Pham, 2009] that represents a standard Brownian
motion of stationary independent Gaussian increments, and
E
.
=
[
0 1
−𝜔2n0 +
(
𝜎
2𝜖
)2
0
]
, S
.
=
[
0 0
𝜔2n0
√
D 0
]
.
Equation (30) represents a geometric (exponential) Brownian motion coupled to a deterministic diﬀerential
process. This ﬁnding is consistent with the perspective that time domain mode stirring can be described in a
general way by a fractional Brownianmotion [Sorrentino et al., 2012], with consequent fractality [Franceschetti
et al., 1996]. The explicit solution of the scalar geometric Brownianmotion (30) canbeobtainedby integration.
Furthermore, several studies on the geometric Brownian motion have been reported. Among other schemes
[Kloeden and Platen, 2011], wemention that the transition probability of X can be computed at discrete times
through recurrence [Pham, 2009; Glasserman, 2004, equation (3.33)].
5.2. Fokker-Planck Equation
From the two-dimensional Itô drift-diﬀusion process (30), an equation for the evolution of the probability
density function (PDF) is obtained, known as a Fokker-Planck equation (FPE). In particular, by Itô’s lemma, we
can expand the time diﬀerential increment of the joint PDF f (n, ̇n, t) in Taylor series. This reads, up to the
second-order
df (n, ̇n, t)
dt
=
𝜕f (n, ̇n, t)
𝜕t
+
𝜕f (n, ̇n, t)
𝜕n
dn
dt
+
𝜕f (n, ̇n, t)
𝜕̇n
d̇n
dt
+ 1
2
𝜕f (n, ̇n, t)
𝜕n d
2n + 12
𝜕f (n, ̇n, t)
𝜕̇n d
2̇n + 12
𝜕2f (n, ̇n, t)
𝜕n𝜕̇n dn d̇n . (31)
Noting that
dn
dt
≡ ̇n, d̇ndt ≡ ̈n, ̈n = −Ω2n0n, (32)
d2̇n = DΩ4n0 2n , dnd̇n ∼ 0, ndn ∼ 0, d2n = dndn ∼ 0 (33)
and setting df∕dt = 0, this yields
𝜕f (n, ̇n, t)
𝜕t
+ ̇n 𝜕f (n, ̇n, t)
𝜕n −
D
2
Ω4n02n 𝜕
2f (n, ̇n, t)
𝜕̇2n
− 𝜕
𝜕̇n
[
Ω2n0nf (n, ̇n, t] = 0 , (34)
which expresses the conservation of probability ﬂux for a stationary PDF.
The FPE for a diﬀusive cavity eigenmode canbeobtained throughan alternative procedure involving a contin-
uousMarkov process, starting from (12). If the absorption is independent of time and 𝛾(t) is a random function
satisfying (26) and (27), we can derive a second-order partial diﬀerential equation for the PDF [Arnaut, 2007a],
as follows. In this case, the second-order equation (12) can be cast into a ﬁrst-order matrix ODE for a diﬀusion
Markov process using generalized coordinates un and vn as[
ėn
ën
]
=
[
0 1
−𝜔2n0[1 + 𝛾(t)] −
𝜎
𝜖
]
⋅
[
en
ėn
]
=
[
un(en, ėn, t)
vn(en, ėn, t)
]
+
[
𝜕
𝜕en
𝜕
𝜕ėn
]
𝛾(en, ėn, t). (35)
Termwise identiﬁcation for the perturbation function 𝛾 in the vicinity of the stationary point (un, vn) yields
un = ėn, vn = −𝜔2n0en −
𝜎
𝜖
ėn, (36)
𝜕𝛾
𝜕en
= 0, 𝜕𝛾
𝜕ėn
= −𝜔2n0𝛾(t)en. (37)
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Figure 8. Marginal probability density function of ̇n(t) computed through the Euler-Maruyama scheme of the
coupled geometric Brownian motion (30) at discrete times, with diﬀusion constant D = 0.1 and initial values
̇n(0) = 0.01 V/(ms),n(0) = 0.01 V/m. A transition from normal to lognormal distribution is observed as an
eﬀect of the diﬀusion driven by the time domain (random) perturbation.
As a result, the associated covariance matrix is, with the aid of (26),
C𝛾 (en(t1), (en(t2))) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
⟨
𝜕𝛾(t1)
𝜕en
𝜕𝛾(t2)
𝜕en
⟩ ⟨
𝜕𝛾(t1)
𝜕en
𝜕𝛾(t2)
𝜕ėn
⟩
⟨
𝜕𝛾(t1)
𝜕ėn
𝜕𝛾(t2)
𝜕en
⟩ ⟨
𝜕𝛾(t1)
𝜕ėn
𝜕𝛾(t2)
𝜕ėn
⟩
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
[
0 0
0 D𝜔4n0𝛿(t1 − t2)en(t1)en(t2)
]
, (38)
for general C𝛾 . This results in the FPE for the joint PDF f (en, ėn, t) as
𝜕f (en, ėn, t)
𝜕t
+
𝜕
(
un f (en, ėn, t)
)
𝜕en
+
𝜕
(
vn f (en, ėn, t)
)
𝜕ėn
− 1
2
[
C𝛾,11
𝜕2f (en, ėn, t)
𝜕e2n
+ C𝛾,12
𝜕2f (en, ėn, t)
𝜕en𝜕ėn
+ C𝛾,21
𝜕2f (en, ėn, t)
𝜕ėn𝜕en
+ C𝛾,22
𝜕2f (en, ėn, t)
𝜕ė2n
]
= 0 , (39)
or, for the special case of C𝛾 given in (38),
𝜕f (en, ėn, t)
𝜕t
+ ėn(t)
𝜕f (en, ėn, t)
𝜕en
− D
2
𝜔4n0e
2
n(t)
𝜕2f (en, ėn, t)
𝜕ė2n
− 𝜕
𝜕ėn
[(
𝜎
𝜖
ėn(t) + 𝜔2n0en(t)
)
f (en, ėn, t)
]
= 0 , (40)
which can be recast as (34). The joint PDF coincides with the joint transition PDF for a predeﬁned initial PDF
associated with an equilibrium starting state, as assumed here. The third term in (40) shows that the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient for the PDF is proportional to the square of en, signifying that the continuous stirring represents
an energy diﬀusion process. The obtained FPE can be computed numerically by eﬃcient ﬁnite-diﬀerence
techniques [Zorzano et al., 1999].
Herewepresent PDFs obtainedby computing the SDE (30) through the Euler-Maruyama scheme (time step of
35ms, 𝜖=1, and𝜎=1 S/m) [Glasserman, 2004]. Figure 8 shows the PDFdiﬀusionwith time for𝜔n0=1, an initial
value X(0) = 0.01 V/m and diﬀusion constant D = 0.1. It can be seen that the ﬂuctuation is initially normally
distributed, and it evolves to a lognormal distribution as time passes, on account of the underlying geometric
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Figure 9. Marginal probability density function of ̇n(t) computed through the Euler-Maruyama scheme of the
coupled geometric Brownian motion (30) at a ﬁxed time instant and parameterized with the diﬀusion constant
D = [0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4] and initial values ̇n(0) = 0.01V/(ms), n(0) = 0.01 V/m. Diﬀusion suppression leads to a Dirac’s
delta at the average value, while increase of diﬀusion results in a fat tail behavior (exponential distribution).
Brownian motions that drives the ﬂuctuation diﬀusion. Figure 9 also shows the eﬀect of the diﬀusion con-
stant at an arbitrary time instant. Increasing D results in a fatter-tailed distribution which eventually tends
to an exponential distribution. On the other hand, killing the diﬀusion leads to a Dirac’s delta for which ﬁeld
oscillations are not subject to ﬂuctuations andDoppler shift does not have an eﬀect on the cavity eigenmode.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we developed a mathematical framework to describe quasi-static eigenmode ﬂuctuations in a
dynamic cavity. The eﬀect of deterministic and random perturbation of the cavity boundary onmodes in the
time domain has been described in terms of a parametric second-order ordinary diﬀerential equation.
Wederived a closed-formexpression for the time-dependentmode amplitudes. In particular, wemodeled this
amplitude as arising from a damped parametric oscillator whose natural frequency is perturbed by a Doppler
shift that is linear to (𝛽4s ).
On one hand, it is found that the Doppler eﬀect of a linera time-domain perturbation causes a small eﬀect
on resonant frequency of cavity modes for nonrelativistic velocities. When generalized shifts are allowed,
including combinations of red and blue shifts, hybrid modulations can be observed in the total ﬁeld. Inho-
mogeneous, i.e., mode-dependent shifts generally suggest a sinusoidal dependence on the angle between
mode wave vector and perturbation velocity vector. This results in irregular hybrid modulations even for the
rotation of regular objects in regular cavities. On the other hand, random perturbations oﬀer a more general
paradigm to observeDoppler eﬀects in conﬁned environments. The speciﬁc case of ﬂuctuatingDoppler shifts
that exhibit a zero-mean delta-correlated distribution, has been investigated and the related Fokker-Planck
equationwas derived. The diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the probability density function exhibits a quadratic depen-
dence on themode amplitude,making continuous stirring to be adiﬀusionprocess for the probability density
function of the cavity ﬁeld. Future work will focus on extending and validating predictions with simulation
and experiments in mode-stirred enclosures, as well as in numerical solution of the diﬀusion equation. The
results derived here should also be useful in optics, photonics of systems subject to fast mechanical/thermal
perturbations, and in wave processes involving objects moving at large speeds.
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